Checkout/Rapua: A Shopping Game to
Assess Numeracy
Assessing numeracy at school entry provides information about a child's skills in and understandings of
number concepts. This enables the teacher to identify needs and provide suitable challenges and learning
experiences in the classroom programme.
Research over the past two decades has greatly extended our understanding of young children's
mathematical thinking and has provided insights into the kinds of numeracy skills that many five-year-olds
possess.
The numeracy skills of five-year-olds can be greater than their teachers realise. Rather than being
challenged to develop more advanced concepts and skills, children are sometimes given repeated practise in
operations that they already understand. Some children, especially those of high ability, lose motivation and
achieve poorly when moving at too slow a pace. (Young-Loveridge 1994 and others; Bennett et al, 1984;
Bruner 1960; Barr 1974, 1975.)
The numeracy skills of five-year-olds are highly variable, with a huge difference between the most and the
least competent. One study showed that the least capable children took two years to reach the competence
that the most capable had demonstrated at school entry. (Young-Loveridge, as above.)
Numeracy skills seem to be very stable, with children who are highly competent at five years maintaining
their higher levels several years later and the less competent continuing to show fewer skills. However, it has
been shown that early intervention will help many children to improve their numeracy skills.
Particular numeracy skills that appear to predict later success in mathematics include:
• forming sets;
• numeral recognition;
• pattern recognition;
• rote counting and knowledge about sequence forwards and backwards; and
• addition and subtraction with imaginary objects.
These numeracy skills are important building blocks for the development of later skills. Checkout/Rapua
includes a range of these core number tasks.
The existing assessment of numeracy has been generally based on the checkpoints that form part of
Beginning School Mathematics. However, these checkpoints do not focus specifically on numeracy and
they tend to be used after instruction rather than to determine what a child already understands. They also
require some facility with language.
Checkout/Rapua is designed to overcome this problem as it builds on common experiences from early
childhood - shopping at a supermarket - using minimal language to assess a child's understanding before the
formal school programme has had a significant impact.

AN OVERVIEW
Checkout/Rapua consists of cards, objects, and shopping baskets. At each turn, the child picks up a card and
follows the instructions on the card (depicted in numerals and/or pictures of the objects or with words that
the teacher reads out to the child.) The instructions require the child to gather a certain number of objects
to put into the shopping basket.
Numeracy skills revealed by the game include:
• getting a number of objects (forming sets);
• naming numerals (numeral recognition);
• naming stylised number patterns (pattern recognition);
• saying the sequence of number names in order (rote counting) and identifying the number just before or
after another in the counting sequence (number sequence knowledge);
• joining and separating groups of imaginary objects (mental operations).
The objects used in the game have high levels of familiarity and appeal for children. They include carrots,
bananas, sausages, birthday cards and candles, sponges, pegs, buttons, nuts, dice, and notebooks. These have
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been selected because of their varying properties of shape, colour, size, texture, and weight and because
they can be used to assess mathematical concepts other than those included in the game. For instance, the
nuts might be put in order of size, or weighed. Buttons can be sorted in various ways, the triangular
sandwiches can be put together to form a square or oblong, the birthday cards can be ordered from 1 to 12,
and so on. These concepts can be explored before, during, or after playing the game itself. These options
allow for diversity in assessment practices and encourage a broadening of the curriculum.
The numeracy record sheet provides space for the teacher to note how the child goes about the task. A
list of faulty processes is included on the record sheet to alert teachers to common problems they might need
to look out for.

Numeral Recognition
Information about a child's ability to recognise numerals comes from the "Get" cards with numerals, which
ask children to read the numeral and identify a picture of an object. There are seven numeral recognition
cards in each pack (red and green). All the numerals between 1 and 12 are included on the birthday cards.

Pattern Recognition
Information about recognition of small number patterns comes from the "Get" cards with number patterns,
which ask the child to name the number pattern (pictures of 2, 3, 4, or 5 objects). There are four pattern
recognition cards in each pack. Another opportunity to check number pattern is offered with the use of
dice.

Forming Sets
Each turn in the game includes an opportunity to form a small group of objects. Set sizes include those
between 1 and 5, and 9 and 12. Sets of 2, 3, and 4 are formed three times. Sets of 5 are formed twice . These
repetitions enable a teacher to check for consistency in knowledge of sets.
The task also enables a teacher to observe the child's strategies. If children don't maintain one-to-one
correspondence between the counting words and objects they refer to, they may end up with too many or
too few objects in their set. Children may use a counting strategy that proves faulty because the number
sequence is not accurate . Others may take a handful without checking whether it corresponds with the
number required. These observations help determine the degree of consistency in the child's approach and
identify potential problems.

Number Sequence
Rote counting is used to ascertain the child's longest correct counting sequence and to give some idea of the
understanding of the decade structure. The task fits into the flow of the game by filling in time waiting for
some objects in the supermarket to be unpacked. Sequence forwards and backwards is designed to check
how well the child understands the number sequence and the relationships between numbers.

Mental Operations
Information is gained from adding and subtracting imaginary objects. This activity shows whether children
can work with objects they cannot see or touch by manipulating mental images of the object or by working
with numbers at an abstract level.

ADMINISTRATION AND SCORING
Teachers should start by becoming familiar with the game and deciding which of the two options described
below to use. Following the description of procedures for each of the two versions is a section explaining
the aspects of the game that are common to both. This section provides information about the cards,
recording responses, and the use of the assessment information. Some ideas about other mathematical
activities are also included.
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Components of the Game
The game has a tray of "supermarket bins" containing the objects used for forming sets and two packs of
playing cards, one red and one green. A shopping guide is provided so that children can match the pictorial
representation to the objects in the bins to the pictures on the cards.
There are fourteen cards in each pack. Each pack has:
• seven number recognition cards;
• four pattern recognition cards;
• three "Teacher" cards, each of which has three operations that the teacher reads to the child. Each
teacher card concludes with a "Get" instruction.
The child forms fourteen sets in a complete game.
The game also has a shopping basket for each player and a playing mat to keep the cards together.

OPTIONS FOR PLAYING CHECKOUT/RAPUA
There are two methods of Checkout/Rapua.
In one version, two children play together while the teacher observes. This strengthens the sense of
playing a game, especially if the children have reasonably comparable skills. It gives the teacher
opportunities to observe children's interaction and social skills, in addition to numeracy.
In the other version, one child plays with the teacher. To preserve the sense of playing a game, the
teacher asks the child to help with each turn and in doing so the child performs all the tasks. The one-child
version is easier for a teacher to manage and is played more quickly than with two children. It also has an
obvious practical advantage for smaller schools where new entrants often arrive at widely spaced and
irregular intervals.
The game takes about ten minutes to use with one child and about twenty to twenty-five minutes with
two children.

Assessing Two Children Playing the Game Together
Setting up the game
• Arrange the game so that you have one child on your left and one on your right. Place the tray of
supermarket bins in front of you. Place the shopping guides where they align with the objects in the bins
and so that the children can see them easily.
• Give each child a playing mat and put a pack of cards face down on the mat for each child, along with a
shopping basket. One child will play with green cards and playing mat and the other with red.
• Put the two, record sheets - one for each child - on a clipboard or similar surface, and place them in an
unobtrusive position near you.
• To demonstrate the game, select a "Get 2" card, a "Get • •" card, and a "Teacher" card.
Familiarising the children with the game
Try to maintain the standard procedure, but be flexible enough to ensure that the children understand what
is required. Clarify the questions whenever necessary, but avoid digressing into teaching.

ll.

Say: We are going to play a game about shopping at the supermarket. Here are the things in the
supermarket, and here are the shopping guides showing pictures of them.
Show: the children the shopping guides, drawing attention to the pictures to be sure they easily recognise
the buttons, nuts, jam sandwiches, and sponges in preparation for the cards with stylised number patterns.
Draw attention to the birthday cards, pegs, and dice in preparation for the "Teacher" cards.
Show: the shopping baskets, and the placement of the cards on the playing mats .
Say: Here are your baskets and your cards for the game. Each time you have a turn, you pick up one
card and put it face up on your mat. Now I'll show you how to play.
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Show: the children the "Get 2" card.
Say: This kind of card has a number on it. Do you know what the number is? Pause for response. This
card tells you to get 2 [objects] from the supermarket.
Let one child demonstrate.
Show: the children the "Get • •" card.
Say: This kind of card has a picture of [objects] on it. How many [objects] are there on the card? Pause
for response.
If the child counts, say: Can you tell me quickly how many [objects} there are without counting? Then say:
This card tells you to get 2 [objects] from the supermarket.
Let the other child demonstrate.
Show: the children the "Teacher" card.
Say: This kind of card has a lot of words for me to read to you. After you answer some questions, you
can collect some things from the supermarket to put in your basket.
Discuss the idea of taking turns and the importance of waiting while the other person has a turn.
Replace the three demonstration cards in their packs. Shuffle each pack, making sure that the "Teacher"
cards are spaced through the pack and the "Get 12" card is near the bottom so that it can be skipped if
simpler concepts prove too challenging for the child.
Playing the game
Begin playing with the child on your left, who picks up a card, places it face up on the mat, and follows the
instructions. Record the child's responses and actions on the record sheet.

Assessing One Child Playing the Game with the Teacher
When playing the game with one child, ask the child to help you with each turn and, in doing so, carry out
all the tasks in the game.
Setting up the game
•
•

The game is played with a pack of red cards for the child and a pack of green cards for the teacher.
Take out some cards. From the child's cards (red), take out all the "Teacher" cards and the "Get" cards
with number patterns. That will leave 7 "Get" cards with numerals. From the teacher's cards (green),
take out all the "Get" cards with numerals on them. That will leave 7 cards: 3 "Teacher" cards and 4 "Get"
cards with number patterns.
• To demonstrate the game, also sort out the green "Get 2 [buttons]" card, the red "Get • • [sausages]" card,
and a red "Teacher" card.
• Arrange the game so that you are sitting beside or at right angles to the child. Place the tray of
supermarket bins in front of you. Place the shopping guides so that they align with the objects in the bins
and the child can see them easily.
• Put a record sheet on a clipboard or similar surface, and place it in an unobtrusive position near you.
• Place the child's red cards face down on the red playing mat, and place it between the child and the tray
of objects, along with a shopping basket.
• Place your green cards on the green playing mat in front of you, along with your shopping basket.
Familiarising the child with the game
Try to maintain the standard procedure, but be flexible enough to ensure that the child understands what is
required. Clarify the questions whenever necessary, but avoid digressing into teaching.
Say: We are going to play a game about the supermarket. Here are the things in the supermarket, and
here are the shopping guides showing pictures of them.
Show: the child the shopping guides, drawing attention to the pictures to be sure she or he can easily
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recognise the buttons, nuts, jam sandwiches, and sponges in preparation for the cards with stylised number
patterns. Draw attention to the birthday cards, pegs, and dice in preparation for the "Teacher" cards.
Show: the shopping baskets and the placement of the cards on the playing mats .
Say: Here is your basket and your cards for the game. Each time you have a turn, you pick up one card

and put it face up on your mat. Now I'll show you how to play.
Show: the "Get 2 [buttons]" card.
Say: This kind of card has a number on it. Do you know what the number is? Pause for the child to
respond. This card tells you to get 2 buttons from the supermarket. Let the child demonstrate.
Show: the child the "Get ••[sausages]" card.
Say: This kind of card has a picture of sausages on it. How many sausages are there on the card? Pause
for the child to respond.
If the child counts, say: Can you say quickly how many sausages there are, without counting? Then say:
This card tells you to get 2 sausages from the supermarket. Let the child demonstrate.
Show: the child the "Teacher" card.
Say: This card has lots of words for me to read to you. After you have answered the questions, you can

collect some things from the supermarket to put into your basket.
Discuss the idea of taking turns. Say: I need you to help me with my turns. Do you think you could do
that?
Shuffle each pack of cards to make sure that the "Teacher" cards are spaced throughout the teacher's pack
and the "Get 12" card is near the bottom of the child's pack so that it can be skipped if simpler concepts
prove to be too challenging for the child.
Playing the game
Begin with the child. The child should pick up a card, turn it face-up on the mat, and follow the instructions.
Record the child's responses and actions on the record sheet.

Playing and Administering Both Versions
The cards

"Get" cards
There are two kinds of "Get" cards: Numeral Recognition and Pattern Recognition. Each "Get" card
consists of
separate tasks the child must perform:
• READ (the instructions on the card);
• GET (objects and form sets according to the instructions on the card).

two

Numeral Recognition
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READING TASK
Say: What does the card say?
Prompt, if necessary, but once only: "Get ... ?" If there is no response, point to the numeral and say: Do
you know what this number is? Every child should be able to identify something on each card, even if it
is only the object.
• Record: the number that the child says in the box to the right of the numeral. See the Suggestions for
Recording on page 20.
• Score: tick below the box if it is correct. Put a dot if it is incorrect.
• Note: If the child names the numeral incorrectly, do not draw attention to the error but present
the GET (forming sets) part of the task as a new procedure. Say: Can you get [correct number]
•
•

[objects] for your/my basket now?
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GET TASK
Record: the strategy used to get the required number of objects in the appropriate large box under the
"Forming sets" record. For example, for "Get 5", if a child grabs five objects without appearing to notice
how many there are, write "handful 5"; or, if the child counts to five, write "1 -> 5".
• Note that there are three boxes for sets of 2, 3, and 4 and two for 5. Circle any problems from
the list on the record sheet above "Forming sets", and note the set size above it, for example,
saying numbers faster than pointing to the objects or pointing faster than saying the numbers,
counting an object more than once; missing out an object, using an incorrect number sequence.
Prompt ( once only): Get [number] [objects]. If you need to ask specifically whether the child's response
is intentional, say: Have you got [number] [objects] now? Do not refer to counting. Wait to see what
strategy the child uses spontaneously. If the child has trouble forming sets of 2, 3, or 4, skip the "Get 12"
card.
Score: at the end of the game, tick the small box to the right of the large box if there are more correct than
incorrect to forming sets of that size. Put a dot if two of three, or one of two, are incorrect.

Pattern Recognition
READING TASK
• Say: How many [objects] are there?
• Prompt, if necessary, but once only. If the child counts, say: Can you tell me quickly, without counting,

how many [objects] there are?
•

•

Record: exactly what the child says in the box to the right of the number pattern. Record any overt
counting, using 1 -> X (for example, "1 -> 5" for "one, two, three, four, five"). Notice if covert counting
occurs, such as counting silently or under the breath. Record if there is a noticeable pause before
responding, which might suggest that the child is counting.
Score: tick below the box if the response is correct and quick. Put a dot if it is incorrect or slow, if it
involves counting, or one-to-one matching. The child should be credited with the task only if the name of
the number pattern is said reasonably quickly and without counting.
• Note: if the child names the number pattern incorrectly, do not draw attention to the error, but
present the GET (forming sets) part of the task as a new procedure. Say: Can you get [correct

number] [objects] for your/my basket now?
GET TASK
Follow the same procedure as for the Numeral Recognition cards.

"Teacher" cards
There are three "Teacher" cards: one checking Number Sequence Knowledge and two checking Mental

Operations.
Each "Teacher" card consists of two separate tasks the child must perform:
• VERBAL RESPONSE;
• GET (getting objects and forming sets according to the instructions on the card).

Number Sequence Know/edge
VERBAL RESPONSE TASK
The card for Number Sequence Knowledge includes two slightly different tasks: a question about Rote
Counting, and four questions about Sequence Backwards and Forwards.
Rote Counting
• Read: the words in the first paragraph on the card to the child.
• Record: as much as possible of the child's counting sequence in the large box, using 1 -> X for a correct
sequence to X, and then any other numbers that are given after that. Put the highest number given for a
correct sequence in the larger of the two small adjacent boxes.
• Prompt, if necessary, but once only. If the child stops, say: Can you keep going? or What comes next? or
Do you know what comes after that? Do not refer to a specific number, as in What comes after X?
because this changes the task. If the child seems to lose track of the task, or gets mixed up, say: Let's
start again from one ... (pause) One .. . Do not assist the child by providing a rhythm, such as tapping, as
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this also changes the task. Stop the child at 50 if counting has not already stopped.
Score: in the small box to the right of the longest sequence box. Write the score according to the length
of the longest correct sequence.
• 0 for 0-4;
• 1 for 5-9;
• 2 for 10-19;
• 3 for 20-29;
• 4 for 30 and above.
Sequence forwards and backwards
VERBAL RESPONSE TASK
• Read: the words in the second paragraph of the card to the child.
• Record: in the large box, exactly what the child says and does. Record any overt counting, using 1 -> X,
such as "1 -> 5" for "one, two, three, four, five". Notice if covert counting occurs, such as counting
silently or under the breath. Record if there is a noticeable pause before responding, which might suggest
that the child is counting.
• Score: tick the small box to the right of the large box if the verbal response is correct. Put a dot if it is
incorrect. The child should be credited with the task only if the number is said reasonably quickly and
without counting.
GET TASK
• Read: the final instruction on the card, to get a number of objects from the supermarket.
• Record: exactly what the child says and does, in the appropriate "Forming Sets" box.
• Score: at the end of the game, ticking the small box to the right of the large box if there are more correct
than incorrect responses to forming sets of that size. Put a dot if two of three, or one of two, are
incorrect.
•
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Mental Operations
The two cards for mental operations are Addition with Imaginary Objects, and Subtraction with Imaginary
Objects.
Addition with Imaginary Objects
There are three problems on the card: each requires the child to give a VERBAL RESPONSE and GET the
objects.
VERBAL RESPONSE TASK
• Read: the words for each problem on the card to the child. If the child's understanding of numbers is
limited, do only the first two tasks.
• Record: in the large box, exactly what the child says and does, noting any strategies used, such as
counting fingers or imaginary or visible objects with the eyes.
• Prompt: repeat the wording on the card if necessary, once only.
• Score: tick the small box to the right of the large box if the response is correct. Put a dot if incorrect.
• Note: The child should be credited with the task only if no concrete objects are used, for
example, fingers, marks on the table, crayons, buttons, and so on. Credit can be given if the
child mentally visualises the objects being added or taken away or if the child knows the
number fact .
GET TASK
• Read: the final instruction on the card to get a number of objects from the supermarket.
• Record: exactly what the child says and does, in the appropriate "Forming Sets" box.
• Score: at the end of the game, ticking the small box to the right of the large box if there are more correct
than incorrect responses to forming sets of that size. Put a dot if two of three, or one of two, are incorrect.
Subtraction with Imaginary Objects
There are three problems on the card. The same procedure is used as for Addition with Imaginary Objects.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR RECORDING
The game has been designed so that several pieces of information can be revealed in turn. Recording,
therefore, often involves entering data in several different places on the sheet.
It is, however, very important that the recording be kept as inconspicuous as possible. The following
suggestions are made to abbreviate the recording process.
• Record a complete sequence as "1->X", where Xis the highest number in that sequence. (For example ,
1->5 for "one, two, three, four, five.")
• If there is a significant pause, put P in front of the response. (For example, PS if the child paused for a
while before saying "five".)
• If you need to ask whether a child's response was intentional, or if you need to prompt, put Qin front of
the response. (Q Yes if the child needed to be asked "Have you got [number] [objects] in your basket
now?" and answered "Yes.")
• If no response, record NR.
• If the child says "Don't know," record DK.
• If the task is not given, record X.
Some responses may appear to be correct by chance, and some may be accidental errors. These need to be
checked at some point in the game.
At the end of the game, check the number of correct responses to forming sets of 2, 3, 4, and 5. If there
are more correct than incorrect responses, score a tick in the small box. This check also enables you to
consider the strategies used by the child and will contribute to your decisions on the support the child needs.

Using the Assessment Information
The record sheet provides valuable diagnostic information on the ways children approach particular tasks
and the nature of their understanding. The "Get" instruction reveals concepts of quantities as well as number
knowledge. Some children are systematic in counting but do not have a similar level of skill in recognising
number patterns.
Levels of understanding can often be assessed by how readily a child responds, for instance, to giving the
next number in a sequence. An immediate response indicates a more advanced grasp of number knowledge
than that of a child who counts through the sequence to reach the required answer, although this child has
developed a better understanding of number relationships than one who takes a wild guess. Speed of
response to number patterns and to mental operations also indicates levels of understanding.

Diagnosing Problems
The information from the assessment tasks enables a teacher to identify:
• problems with one-to-one correspondence (when, for instance, counting objects);
• problems with number sequence (consistently omitting one number or having only a limited sequence);
• inconsistencies in responses, indicating the need for reinforcing strategies to consolidate the
understanding.
It is important that children's strengths are identified in order to provide activities that extend their skills,
rather than limiting them to practising what they already know. It is necessary to keep data on each type of
task separate, as children's skills may vary across different areas of mathematics. Children with specific
weaknesses need to have these addressed within a wide range of additional experiences so that they have a
secure base from which to develop and are not floundering with later concepts.

Overall Performance
A total score is calculated by adding the scores for all five tasks.
Scores from groups during the trialling of the game indicate that, for their age:
• children who score 10 or below are novices in using numbers and may need a broad-based intervention
programme;
• children who score between 11 and 24 are quite competent in using numbers - teachers will probably
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•

identify specific areas of need within the scores for different tasks;
children who score 25 and above are experts in using numbers. Teachers need to ensure that children
with these scores are challenged and stimulated, although there may be a specific area of understanding in
which they need practice.

DEVELOPING OTHER MATHEMATICAL ACTIVITIES
USING CHECKOUT /RAPUA
The objects in the game have been selected to enable the teacher to explore other mathematical skills during
the game, besides those being formally assessed. Some suggestions are included here for investigations that
might be carried out before the game to help children become familiar with the objects or that could follow
the assessment while the objects are being packed up.
Number: comparing numbers of objects being packed into each bin; ordering numerals by sorting the
birthday cards or packs of numeral cards into sequence; ordering sets from 1 to 6, using the dice; dividing
and multiplying by sharing out bananas or sandwiches; counting by twos in packing up the game; estimating
numbers of objects of a particular type; using calculators in adding all objects in a basket.
Statistics: comparing sets to see which bins have most and least objects; graphing collections of objects.
Measurement: weighing and comparing weights of objects or different objects, such as ten sponges
compared with ten nuts; measuring and comparing lengths of objects, such as candles, pegs, and sausages;
measuring and comparing surfaces of objects using different units of measurement, such as how many
sponges or dice can fit onto a particular surface.
Algebra: understanding patterns using different objects.
Geometry: naming and describing properties of differently shaped objects, such as circle, oblong, triangle,
and hexagon; stacking cubes and cuboids, such as dice and sponges; rolling cylindrical objects, such as
candles; constructing patterns (tessellation) using hexagons (nuts) and triangles (sandwiches); understanding
symmetry and transformation, using sandwiches; ordering buttons or nuts by size.
Mathematical processes: sorting and grouping objects by one or more attributes, such as sizes of nuts and
buttons, or colours of buttons and pegs; problem solving, reasoning, and communication as part of the
context of shopping at the supermarket.
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